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And Jesus answered and said to them:

“Take heed that no one deceives you.
Matthew 24:4 NKJV

Scripture of the Quarter
e languages represented on the four large
upright stones were Arabic, Chinese,
English, Hebrew, Hindi, Russian, Spanish,
and Swahili. e engraved messages dealt
with four major areas: governance and
the establishment of a world government,
population and reproduction control, the
environment and humankind’s relation -
ship to nature, and spirituality.

Some of you already knew about them for
others we pray that this is a wakeup call for
the folks who haven’t been paying attention
to what is going on!  Do you remember
what Doctor Fauci stated as the only cure
for this virus was? He stated Hydroxy -
chloroquine and Ivermectin were
basically worthless to stop this virus. He
recommended as the only way to beat
Covid was Remdesivir, which ended up
with a 54% death rate according to CDC.
Plus, the cost was $3,100 a shot. REALLY
DOCTOR FAUCI!! It can now be obvious
that he lied and people died.

Other solutions that could have saved
many lives were blocked by OUR
GOVERN MENT by telling doctors they
could lose their Medical License to practice
medicine if they prescribed Hydroxy -
chloroquine and Ivermectin which worked
in other countries.

Another fact we MUST NEVER   FOR -
GET hospitals received $76,975 per
Covid patient.

Some other things that could have saved
many lives in America; vitamin D. Doctor
Ryan Cole of Idaho, board certified from

We are going to take a journey back in time
to the year of 2020, March 11th to be exact,
when this (plandemic) pandemic arrived all
at once. When there was no more normal, as
we knew it in the past. What happened not
only happened in the United States but all
over the world. What happened? Lock -
downs, Masks, and Vaccines which had
been weaponized by “Gain of Function”
procedures to make this “virus” extremely
dangerous. 

is man-made virus took 1.3 million lives
according to a British newspaper the
Economist. ey did a major study on the
mortality rates caused by this covid 19
pandemic. It is the most comprehensive and
rigorous studies made of the excess death
rates caused by this virus.  

For the three-year period beginning
January 1, 2020 and ending in January 23,
2023. The Economist estimate of those
Americans killed by this pandemic directly
or through complications came out to
approximately 1.3 million. Now we know
that the fear mongers are already saying “oh
this next virus will be worse than the last”
so remember get your new vaccine. If you
fall for that your memory is very short!
Why the masks, lockdowns, and vaccines?
This was nothing but a CONTROL

MECHANISIM OF THE GLOBALISTS
and LEFTISTS of FEAR.

Let’s talk about the lockdowns, which were
supposed to control this plandemic resulting
in the following; tens of thousands of
juveniles committed suicide. Again, if you
can’t see they “the Globalists” have an
Agenda.  eir goal is to decrease the world
population to 500 million. Where did we
get that?

It has been posted for anyone to read for 42
years. e Georgia Guidestones was a
granite monument that stood in Elbert
County, Georgia, United States, from 1980
to 2022. It was 19 feet 3 inches tall and
made from six granite slabs weighing a total
of 237,746 pounds. Wikipedia is is
where the figure of 500 million was carved
into this monument. e Globalists are
telling us their plan for their “New World
Order.” is utopian world where the
Elitists who think they are all gods will rule.
Read the book of Revelation!  

e inscriptions on the Guidestones were
meant for current and future generations.
Sandblasted along the square capstone
sitting atop the structure was the basic
message: “Let these be Guidestones to an age of
reason,” in Babylonian cuneiform, Egyptian
hieroglyphics, Sanskrit, and classical Greek.

Don’t Be Fooled Again



the Mayo Clinic states if Americans had been
using vitamin D as a prevention against the
Covid pandemic it could have been avoided.
Common sense tells us that cold and flu
season begins October and lasts through
March.     In Northern States it may be
longer. Why? Not enough sunshine. Sun will
not allow the virus to exist!    So, this is why
lockdowns and telling people to stay in their
homes have done so much damage. Doctor
Cole stated the following; year-round you
should take the following vitamin D, zinc,
and magnesium, all of which work hand in
hand to keep your immune system in top
shape to fight off any viruses.

Another fact not to dismiss 90% of covid
deaths were from being vitamin D deficient.
ere is a test so that your physician can test
your levels. Consider this there has always
been a Federal Law that states that if there is
a cure for viruses etc. other than a vaccine
you don’t need a vaccine. So, to get around
this definition of a vaccine they literally
changed the definition of what a vaccine is.
(Ref. Curtis Bowers-Agenda Weekly).

Most all vaccines MUST go through a TEN-
YEAR test period. is so called covid
“vaccine” did not meet this criterion! Now,
let’s explore what was in this vaccine. It is an
experimental biological gene therapy
immune modulatory injection. ey are
injecting nucleic acid which is unproven
and has never been done on such a large
scale as this! Animal trials had negative
results on all animals some ended up with
CANCER others contracted AUTO
IMMUNE DISEASES Such as Sugar
Diabetes. In another study they gave shots
to ferrets to battle a certain virus they may
contact in the wild. eir system overreacted
when they came in contact with a virus
results, they died. (Ref. Curtis Bowers-
Agenda Weekly).

One very astute Doctor made this comment;
these injections are being given to the
military, police, fire, and all first responders.

is is a National Security Concern. Don’t
ever forget they told the Military if you
don’t take this vaccine your career is over.
Some refused knowing the truth about this
vaccine were discharged for their stand.
Nurses were also forced to take it or lose
their job. You see that Marxism is alive and
well in the U.S.A. We could go on and on,
but what is the answer for all of us? Before
we give you an answer, remember what they
did to our Australian brothers and sisters?
e government locked them up in
internment camps. All who refused this
deadly vaccine! Oh, it was only for their
protection.  Don’t forget about the re-
education camps (it will be fun) that were
planned for non-conformist Americans. 

DO NOT OBEY

is is an excerpt from Rabbi Jonathan
Cahn’s new book entitled “e Josia
Manifesto” all Pastors should follow his
advice and do not comply if they tell you to
shut down your church. Never Forget!!

When a civilization enacts wars against God,
so too will its laws, when such a law is
enacted that would force the righteous to
disobey the ways of God or obey the ways of
evil, it is then that the line has been
crossed. And it is then that the righteous
MUST DISOBEY THAT LAW. Such a law
has no legitimacy or authority. AND
Obedience to a law of disobedience is
disobedience. And disobedience to a law of
disobedience is obedience. When a law of
Man breaks the Law of God, it is then the
former must be broken that the latter can
be upheld. It is then that the Righteous
must not comply. It is then that they must
resist they must disobey. e Book of 
Daniel records that the Babylonian king
Nebuchadnezzar erected an idol of gold and
commanded all to bow before it. e
Jewish exiles, Shadrach, Meshach, and
Abednego refused to obey the king’s
command. ey were threatened with death
in a burning furnace they responded,

“LET IT BE KNOWN TO YOU, OH
KING THAT WE DO NOT SERVE
YOUR gods, NOR WILL WE WORSHIP
THE GOLD IMAGE WHICH YOU
HAVE SET UP.”  (Ref. Daniel 3:16-18)

So, here is our example straight from God’s
Word. We must all refuse to be locked
down, wear a mask that was useless to stop
a virus because the virus molecule was
smaller than oxygen coming in thru the
masks. You must choose for yourself
whether to take another vaccine that killed
1.3 million people or not. Some Pastors
believing that they were following Romans
13 said we must obey the government’s
tactics and closed their churches, but some
locked their churches out of FEAR! Going
along like the Jews who went to the camps in
Germany.  “Sing a little louder”. What
happened? We got used to having online
services. It was less trouble than the gathering
together of the sheep, to listen to their
Shepherd and feeling the move of the Holy
Spirit. therefore, many have never returned
to fellowship in their churches.

In closing it is time for the “Body of Christ”
to STAND! Remember this powerful state -
ment” United we Stand and divided we fall.” 

Mark 3:25NKJV And if a house is divided
against itself, that house cannot stand.

Stand on Psalm 91:9-10AMP

9Because you have made the Lord your
refuge, and the Most High your dwelling
place, 10ere shall no evil befall you, nor
any plague or calamity come near your tent.

Revelation 22:20-21


